Locating the full-text for a specific journal article found in a database

1. Select SFX from the relevant journal record

2. If there is a Full text available via … link, then click Go, to link to the full-text of the journal article

3. Otherwise if the Full text available link is not visible, click on Go next to Search, to check if the journal is available in our collection
4. Now restrict your search to journals (this will exclude all the journal article records from the same journal)

5. Check the dates to see if your article is available in the Online version: Transportation Research Record, 1994, (1455) p82-90. Click on the Details tab to check the Full text availability – Our article was published in 1994, so we cannot access the online version.

6. Now check the dates to see if your article is available in the Print version: Transportation Research Record, 1994, (1455) p82-90.

Click on the Locations tab to check the print availability – Our article was published in 1994, so we can access the print version at 625.705 T722.
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Hint: marking useful items you find in Search for future use

If this a journal you will be using a lot, **you can mark it for your e-shelf** for quick referral at a future date.

You will need to be signed in for this option.

To mark it, click on the **star** next to the title.

When you go to your e-shelf, it will take you straight to the record.